
Hands on 
Parameter estimation 



Download and compile the code 

http://www.data-assimilation.riken.jp/risda2018/schedule/schedule.html 

1) Download the code from the following link 

From the linux terminal you can issue the following command: 
wget --no-check-certificate http://www.dropbox.com/s/popwqszslytww9k/RISDA_2018.tar.gz 

2) Uncompress the file to your working directory (e.g. your home directory) 
 

       tar -xzf RISDA_2018.tar.gz --directory $HOME 
 
3) Enter your working directory and compile the code  
 
       cd $HOME/RISDA_2018/ 
       ./compile_code.sh  
 
If these steps are successful you will see “.so” files created in /RISDA_2018/model and /RISDA_2018/data_assimilation 



Toy-model description 
Lorenz’s 96 N variables model 

This models resembles the advection, damping and forcing of a weather variable over a latitude circle. 
 
In our experiments N (the total number of variables) is 40. 
 
F is the forcing. In our experiments F can be a constant or a function of time and / or space.   
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DA Description 
 To estimate the parameters we use the ensemble Kalman filter and the state augmentation approach. The code uses the 
LETKF and ETKF versions of the ensemble Kalman filter. The LETKF is local while the ETKF is not. 

Generate an ensemble of state variables and 
parameters 

Compute the augmented state error covariance 
matrix 

Use the observations to update the state 
variables and the parameters 

Get an estimation of the state variables and 
parameter uncertainty 



Typical experiment description 

Nature run 
( nature_run.py ) 

True state and 
observations 

Data assimilation  
( assimilation_run.py) 

Ensemble forecast  
( forecast_run.py) 

We will perform different data assimilation experiments with and without parameter estimation under different scenarios. 
The steps that we will perform are as follows: 

1) Generate a “nature run” (i.e. the true evolution of the system) and a set of observations 
 

2) Assimilate the observations starting from a complete ignorance about the state of the system. 
 
3) Run ensemble forecasts using the initial conditions and estimated parameters from the previous step. 



Code description 
The code is written in python and Fortran 90 (python for ease of use and Fortran 90 for computational efficiency) 
 
There are four main scripts: 
nature_run.py            ->    produces a long simulation with the model and generates a set of observations. 
assimilation_run.py  ->     loads a set of observations, performs a data assimilation cycle and the verifies the results. 
forecast_run.py         ->     loads a set of analysis and runs forecast using them as initial conditions. 
sensitivity_run.py     ->     estimates the model sensitivity to a particular parameter. 
 
Note: these scripts loads the experiment configuration from a file, so we do not need to modify the scripts. To modify a 
particular aspect of the experiment we need to modify the configuration file, or use a different configuration file. 

Example: At the beginning of assimilation_run.py we will find the highlighted line. When this line is executed the 
file assimilation_conf_PerfectModel.py is executed and all the variables defined there became available to the 
script. 

You will find a similar line in forecast_run.py, nature_run.py  and sensitivity_run.py  



Code description 

The model, the observation operator and the assimilation routines are written in Fortran 90. You can find the source 
code for these routines in /RISDA_2018/data_assimilation/  and /RISDA_2018/model/  . The Fortran code is 
converted into python callable modules using f2py. 
 
The code uses matplotlib for generating the plots as well as numpy. 
 
You will find the scripts in /RISDA_2018/experiments/ 
 
Running the scripts: 
-We suggest using spyder to run and edit the scripts. However the script can run directly using the python 
interpreter (e.g. $ python  run_nature.py ) 
 
 
 
 



Using spyder  
Spyder is a python development environment included in scientific packages like Anaconda2 and 3. 
To start spyder type “spyder” in a linux terminal. 

Script Editor Interactive python 
console 

Help/ variable explorer 



Using spyder  
Spyder is a python development environment included in scientific packages like Anaconda2 and 3. 

Run current script 

Stop current execution 

Set working path Open / save scripts 

Reset console (usually not required) 
Useful short cuts: 
-To execute part of a script select the lines to execute and press F9 
-Ctrl + P to switch among files. 
-Ctrl + F open text finder 
-F5 run current script 
-Ctrl + S save current script 



Nature run 
We will start by generating a nature run with a constant forcing F. 
 
 
 
 
To do this we will use the script nature_run.py and the nature_conf_ConstantParameter.py configuration file: 
 
 
 

Note:  The configuration file is where we configure our experiment. We can run several experiments using the same 
script (nature_run.py) but different configuration files (or modifying the existing configuration files). 



Nature run 
Let’s take a look to the configuration file (nature_conf_ConstantParameter.py). 
 
 
 
 



Nature run 

After running the code the following variables will appear in your environment 
 
XNature[Grid points, Variable types*, Times]   ->  The model state (currently the model has only one variable type) 
 
FNature[Grid points, Variable types*, Times]   -> The forcing term at each time and model grid point. 
 
YObs[Observations]   ->   A vector containing all the observations 
 
ObsLoc[Observations,2]   ->   The first column is the location and the second column is the time of each observation. 
 
ObsError[Observation]     ->   The error corresponding to each observation 
 
CNature[Grid points, 1, Parameters, Times]  -> The value of the parameter in the nature run   
 
These variables will be saved to /experiments/data/Nature/ in npz format. We will use these files to load the 
observations for the DA experiments. Note that the file name will include the experiment name set in the 
configuration file. 



Nature run 
You should also see some figures like these:  
 
 

Figures are saved to /experiments/figs/Nature/ConstantParameter/  in png format.  
 

True Forcing 



Perfect model experiment > DA 
We will perform a data assimilation experiment using a perfect model. 
 
To do this we will use the script called assimilation_run.py and the assimilation_conf_PerfectModel.py configuration 
file: 
 
 
 

Let’s take a look to the configuration file ( assimilation_conf_PerfectModel.py ). Model configuration section is 
essentially the same as in the nature run configuration file 
 
 
 
 



Perfect model experiment > DA 
Let’s take a look to the configuration file. General configuration and model configuration sections are essentially the 
same as in the nature run configuration file 
 
 
 
 

In the Perfect Model experiment, the model configuration for the DA is exactly the same as the model configuration 
used in the Nature run (in this case the Constant Parameter nature run will be used) 



Perfect model experiment > DA 
After running the code the following variables will appear in your environment 
 
XA , XF [Grid points, Ensemble members, Times]                          ->   The analysis and forecast model states respectively 
XAMean , XFMean , XASpread , XFSpread[Grid points, Times]   -> The analysis and forecast ensemble mean and spread 
 
PA , PF [Grid points, Ensemble members, Parameters,Times]                        -> The analysis and forecast for the parameters 
PAMean , PFMean , PASpread , PFSpread[Grid points,Parameters,Times]  -> The analysis and forecast ensemble mean 
for the parameters 
 
Some simple verification metrics are also computed 
XASRmse , XFSRmse , PASRmse  [Grid points]     ->  temporally averaged RMSE (spin up period is removed) 
XATRmse , XFTRmse , PATRmse  [Times]               -> spatially averaged RMSE 
 
XASBias , XFSBias , PASBias  [Grid points]             ->   temporally averaged Bias (spin up period is removed) 
XATBias , XFTBias , PATBias  [Times]                       ->   spatially averaged Bias 
 
These variables are saved to /experiments/data/Assimilation/AssimilationLETKFPerfectModel.npz  (this name is defined 
in the configuration file) 
  



Perfect model experiment > DA 
After running the code we will get several figures 
The figures will appear in the command window (spyder) or pop-up one after another (ipython or python). 



Perfect model experiment > DA 
After running the code we will get several figures 
The figures will appear in the command window (spyder) or pop-up one after another (ipython or python). 



Perfect model experiment > Forecast 
We will perform ensemble forecast using the initial conditions that we generated in the previous DA experiment. 
 
To do this we will use the script called forecast_run.py and the forecast_run_EnsembleForecast.py configuration file: 
 
 
 



Perfect model experiment > Forecast 
Let’s take a look to the configuration file ( forecast_conf_EnsembleForecast.py ) . Model configuration section is taken 
from the DA experiment. 
 
 
 
 



Perfect model experiment > Forecast 
After running the script the following variables will appear in your environment: 
 
XF[Grid points, Ensemble members, Times, Lead Times]    ->  Ensemble forecast for state variables at different forecast 
lead times and different forecast initialization times. 
 
XFMean , XFSpread [Grid points, Times, Lead Times]          ->  Forecast ensemble mean and spread. 
 
XFSRmse , XFSBias [Grid points, Lead Times]                        ->  Time averaged forecast RMSE and Bias 
 
XFTRmse , XFTBias [Times, Lead Times]                                 ->  Spatially averaged forecast RMSE and Bias 
 
 
 
 

These variables will be stored in /experiments/data/Forecast/LETKFPerfectModel/  in npz format. 



Perfect model experiment > Forecast 
After running the following figures will be generated: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figures will be stored in /experiments/figs/Forecast/LETKFPerfectModel/  in png format. 



Exercise 1 > Imperfect model DA 
a) Run the DA system using an imperfect model (set DAConf['Twin'] = 

False and ModelConf['Coef']=np.array([7.75] ) , please use 
assimilation_conf_ImperfectModel.py where these changes are 
already made) 

b) Discuss how are model errors considered in the derivation of the EnKF 
equations.  

c) Look at the results and compare them with the ones obtained in the 
perfect model experiment. What do you see? What happened to the 
error-spread relationship and how can this impact the DA accuracy? 

d) Run the forecast using the analysis generated with the imperfect 
model and compare it with the perfect model case. What do you see? 
( set GeneralConf['ExpName']='LETKFImperfectModel'  in 
forecast_conf_EnsembleForecast.py )                         

e) Try other values for ModelConf[‘Coef’] e.g. 9 or 7.       



Parameter sensitivity analysis 
Errors in the forcing term F are degrading the analysis and the forecasts. 

Can we estimate F using data assimilation to try to reduce the impact 
of model error? 

 

We need to evaluate the parameter “observability” and “simplicity”. 

 

One way to do this is to perform an ensemble of forecast, each forecast 
will use the same initial condition but different parameter values. We 
can repeat this for several initialization times. 

Then we can compute the MSE and Bias for each forecast and see how 
the  forecast error is affected by the parameter. 



Parameter sensitivity analysis 
Parameter sensitivity can be performed using the sensitivity_run.py script 

and the sensitivity_conf_PerfectInitialConditions.py configuration 
file. 

In the configuration file you will find the parameter whose sensitivity we want to analyze, the range of parameter values that 
we will explore as well as the parameter resolution. We can also select the length of the forecast that will be used to 
evaluate the sensitivity of the model to the parameter. 



Parameter sensitivity analysis 
After running the script the following figures will be generated. 



Exercise 2 > Parameter sensitivity 
a) Perform a parameter sensitivity analysis for the forcing parameter F. 

b) Is the parameter “observable” and is the sensitivity “simple” in the 
sense discussed before? Can we expect to be able to estimate this 
parameter using data assimilation? 

c) Perform the sensitivity analysis again, but this time use the initial 
conditions generated with the imperfect model (you can use 
sensitivity_conf_ImperfectInitialConditions.py to do this)  

d) Can we use the parameter sensitivity analysis to get the optimal value 
for the parameter?  



Parameter estimation 
We are now ready for parameter estimation! 
 
Our parameter is identifiable so we can expect to estimate it accurately using data assimilation. 
 
Since we are dealing with a space independent parameter we will treat the parameter as a 
global constant. So in this first parameter estimation experiment the parameter will be 
estimated using ETKF instead of LETKF. (DAConf['ParameterLocalizationType']=1  ) 
 
Another important aspect is how to keep the parameter spread. Since persistence is assumed 
for the estimated parameters, their spread tends to collapse after several assimilation steps. To 
avoid this we will use a multiplicative inflation for the parameter of 1.05 
(DAConf['InfCoefsP']=np.array([1.05,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]) ). 
 
Note that the inflation factor determines the parameter spread (i.e. our estimation of the 
parameter uncertainty).  
 



Parameter estimation 
When parameter estimation is enabled additional figures are generated: 
 



Exercise 3 > Parameter estimation 
a) Run a data assimilation cycle with parameter estimation enabled (you can 

use assimilation_conf_PEConstantParameter.py ). Note that 
ModelConf['Coef']=np.array([7.75])  wich means that initially the parameter 
is set to a wrong value. 

b) Run the forecast experiment using the analysis and parameters obtained in 
this experiment. 

c) Compare the analysis and forecast RMSE and Bias with the ones obtained 
for the perfect model and the imperfect model experiments. What do you 
see? 

d) Analyze the estimated parameter values. Do the parameter converge to the 
expected value? 

e) What happens if we change the multiplicative inflation factor for the 
parameter? Try with a smaller value and a larger value (e.g. 1.005 and 1.5 in 
DAConf['InfCoefsP'] ).  

f) What happens is parameter values are perturbed but not estimated?  Rerun 
the experiment setting DAConf['EstimateParameters']=False . What is the 
impact of using perturbed parameters in the presence of model error? 



Exercise 4 > Time dependent parameters 
a) Generate a nature run in which parameters are time dependent. (you can use 

nature_conf_TimeDependentParameters.py to do this). Analyze the time evolution of 
the true model parameters (this is based on an AR1 model) 

b) Run the data assimilation experiment but using the observations coming from the time 
dependent parameter nature run (you can use 
assimilation_conf_PETimeDependentParameter.py ). Note that 
GeneralConf['NatureFileName']='NatureTimeDependentParameter.npz‘ which means that 
observations will be taken from the nature run with time dependent parameters. What do 
you see? 

c) Can parameter estimation reconstruct the time evolution of the parameter? Can 
parameter estimation capture fast fluctuations in the parameter?  

d) Repeat the experiment but fixing the parameter value to the temporal mean of the true 
parameter (i.e. DAConf['InitialPSigma']=np.array([0.0]) and 
ModelConf['Coef']=np.array([7.75]). Compare your results with the time dependent 
parameter estimation. 

e) Note that in this case we use DAConf['InfCoefsP']=np.array([1.3,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]), try a 
smaller multiplicative inflation factor for the parameter (e.g. 1.05 as we used for the 
constant parameter experiment).  How this change affects the estimated evolution of the 
parameter? 

 

 

 



Exercise 5 > Space dependent parameters 
 

 

 

 

 

a) Generate a nature run in which parameters are space dependent. (you can use 
nature_conf_SpaceDependentParameters.py to do this).  

b) Run the data assimilation experiment but using the observations coming from the space 
dependent parameter nature run (you can use 
assimilation_conf_PESpaceDependentParameter.py ). Note that 
GeneralConf['NatureFileName']='NatureSpaceDependentParameter.npz‘ which means 
that observations will be taken from the nature run with space dependent parameters 
and that DAConf['ParameterLocalizationType']=3 which means that LETKF is being used 
for the parameters. What do you see? 

c) Rerun the experiment but using a fixed parameter value equal to the spatially averaged 
true parameter (i.e. DAConf['InitialPSigma']=np.array([0.0]) and 
ModelConf['Coef']=np.array([8]). Compare your results with the space dependent 
parameter estimation. 

d) Generate a nature run in which the spatial frequency of the parameter is higher (you can 
use nature_conf_SpaceDependentParameters2.py to do this). 
NatureSpaceDependentParameter2.npz will be generated. Perform local parameter 
estimation using observations coming from this nature run. What do you find? Try 
reducing the localization scale for the parameter, does it help? Try increasing 
multiplicative inflation for the parameter, does it help? 

 

 

 



Two scales Lorenz model 

From Bellsky et al. (2014) MWR 

This model represents two different scales a fast and small 
scale (Y) and a slow and large scale (X). Both scales interact 
with each other (they mutually force each other through 
coupling terms). 
In our experiments M = 32 and N = 40 ( the size of Y is 1280) 
and h = 1 , c = 10 and b = 10 . F = 20 in this case.  

This is the forcing that the small-scale variables 
produce on the large scale variables.  



Exercise 6 > Missing forcing estimation 
a) Generate a nature run using the two-scale Lorenz model (you can use the 

nature_conf_TwoScales.py configuration file in nature_run.py).  

b) Run a data assimilation experiment estimating a time and space dependent 
forcing term (you can use assimilation_conf_PEForcingEstimation.py ). Note that 
parameter uncertainty in this case is larger since we need to estimate a fast 
changing forcing. Analyze to what extent the estimated forcing captures the 
forcing dependence on X. 

c) As before, try using a smaller multiplicative inflation factor and see what happens 
(e.g. DAConf['InfCoefsP']=np.array([2.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]). Try with a 1.0 as well ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Parametrized forcing in the Lorenz model 

This model version “parameterizes” the effect of the small-scale variables as a function of the large-scale variables 
(that are the only variables resolved by this version of the model). Note that there is no small-scale variables coupled 
to the large scale variables in this case.   
This version of the model simulates the parameterization of small scale processes in geophysical models (e.g. 
turbulence, convection, etc). 
Note also that in this case even if an optimal set of parameters can be found the model will continue to be imperfect 
since the functional form used in the parameterization is not able to capture all the variability produced by the small-
scale system. 



Exercise 7 > Parametrization optimization 
 

a) From the two scale nature run, run a data assimilation experiment estimating the 
parameters of a linear parametrization of the forcing (you can use 
assimilation_conf_PEParametrizationOptimization.py in assimilation_run.py). 
Note that parameter and state variables uncertainty in this case is larger since due 
to the scales that the model can not resolve explicitly.  

b) Analyze the results. Compare them with a constant forcing parametrization and 
with a cuadratic forcing parametrization. Which form produce the best results?  

c) Use fixed parameters taken from the linear regression computed using the 
estimated forcing (Exercise 6). Compare your results with the “on-line” estimated 
parameters. 

d) Explore the impact of these different parametrizations upon the ensemble 
forecast (remember to change the nature file and the analysis file in the forecast 
configuration file). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Other things you can explore 
• Explore the sensitivity of the state estimation to the multiplicative inflation factor in the perfect 

and imperfect model case. Try to find the optimal value for the multiplicative inflation factor in 
these two cases. 

• Explore the sensitivity of the state estimation to the localization scale in the perfect and imperfect 
model case. Try to find the optimal value for the multiplicative inflation factor in these two cases. 

• Explore the sensitivity to the ensemble size. Set a smaller ensemble size (5-10 members) and find 
the optimal value for the inflation factor and the localization scale. Are  they the same as the ones 
you find for the 30 member ensemble? 

• Explore the sensitivity to the observing network density. Generate a nature run with 
ObsConf['SpaceDensity']=0.5 to reduce by half the number of observations. Explore the optimal 
value for the inflation coefficient and localization scale in this context. 

• Explore other covariance inflation strategies like Relaxation to Prior Spread and Relaxation to Prior 
Perturbations (DAConf['InfCoefs']=np.array([1.02,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0]) ) 

• Using the observations generated in the two scale nature run, activate a random forcing term in 
the model (see the #State random forcing parameters section in the assimilation configuration 
file).  Explore the sensitivity to the random forcing amplitude and time autocorrelation 
(ModelConf['XSigma']=0.0    and ModelConf['XPhi' ]=0.99 ) 

 


